Prerequisite: MAT 170-Pre-calculus with grade C or better, or a passing score (at least 67) on the ALEKS Math Placement Test.

Homework & Quizzes: Homework will be collected and graded. Students may work together on homework, but each individual student is required to write-up and turn in their own work. No late homework is accepted. Students are also responsible for reading each section before it is taught in class. Quizzes are given at the discretion of the instructor and frequently reflect material that has recently been discussed in class.

Exams: There will be three midterm exams given during the semester. All exams will be taken outside of class in the Math Testing Center on the dates indicated on the given table. Your calculator memory may be randomly viewed during any exam and will be cleared if anything suspicious is written therein. The Instructor has the right to regard finding suspicious material in your calculator memory as cheating. Makeup exams are given at the discretion of the instructor and only in the case of verified medical or other emergency, which must be documented. The instructor must be notified before the test is given. Call the instructor or the Math Department Office (480-965-3951) and leave a message or directly notify your instructor.

Mastery Test: The mastery exam assesses basic differentiation skills (including implicit differentiation) and will be administered after covering the section on implicit differentiation. A score of at least 85% on one of the two attempts will be considered mastery. Those who pass the exam on the first attempt receive a score of 100%. Those who do not receive an 85% on the first attempt will be allowed a second attempt. Those who pass the mastery test on the second attempt will receive a score of 85%. Those who do not pass the mastery exam on the second attempt will receive 75% of the points that he/she earned on that attempt. The mastery exam is weighted 50% of one exam score.

Final Exam: Thursday, May 6th, 7:10-9:00 pm. Location: to be announced. The final exam is comprehensive.

Final Exam Make-up Policy: The final exam schedule listed in the Schedule of Classes (http://students.asu.edu/final-exam-schedule/spring) will be strictly followed. Except to resolve those situations described below, no changes may be made in this schedule without prior approval of the Dean of the college in which the course is offered. Under this schedule, if a conflict occurs, or a student has more than three exams on one day, the instructors may be consulted about an individual schedule adjustment. If necessary, the matter may be pursued further with the appropriate dean(s). This procedure applies to conflicts among any combination of Downtown Phoenix campus, Tempe campus, Polytechnic campus, West campus, and/or off campus class.

Math Testing Center: The Mathematics Department Testing Center is in PSA 21 (basement). In order to be admitted to the Testing Center each student must have a valid ASU "Sun Card". The testing center allows students to begin testing 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. M-Th and 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Fri. Make sure you arrive before 6:30 M-Th (3:30 Fri.) since the testing center employees are very prompt and respectful of schedules. Students should take exams as early as possible during the allotted timeframe, as the center can get extremely busy.

Tutor Center: The Math Tutor Center (free of charge) in PSA 116 is open with the following schedule:
- Monday – Thursday from 8:00 AM – 8:00 PM.
- Friday 8:00 AM – 3:00 PM.
- Sunday 1:00 PM – 6:00 PM.

Go in for help before it is too late, and several days before an exam day to strengthen your preparation.

In order to be admitted to the Tutor Center each student must present their valid ASU Sun Card.

Graphing Calculator: A graphing calculator is required for this course. If you already have a graphing calculator, you may use it. Examples of highly recommended models are the TI-nspire & TI 83/84 or Casio 9850GB Plus. Calculators with QWERTY keyboards or those that do symbolic algebra, such as the Casio FX2, Casio 9970Gs, TI-89, or TI-92 cannot be used in class or during an exam.

Attendance: The maximum number of allowed absences is six (6) for classes that meet three days a week (four(4) otherwise). Students who exceed the number of allowed absences will receive a grade of EN.

Attendance is mandatory! Your instructor has the right to take attendance and to incorporate it as part of your overall grade.

Classroom behavior: Under no circumstances should you allow your cell phone to ring during class. Any disruptive behavior, which includes ringing cell phones, listening to your mp3 player, text messaging, Constant talking, eating food noisily, reading a newspaper will not be tolerated. If in your instructor’s judgment you are disrupting class, you will be asked to leave and you forfeit your attendance points.